Seeking Sefer Yosippon
A Workshop on the Hebrew Text & Its Latin Sources

Wednesday, May 11

09:00 - Tessa Rajak - “From Josephus to Sefer Yosippon: Adoption & Adaptation”
11:00 - Saskia Dönitz - “Sefer Yosippon in the Genizah – Versions and Variations”
14:00 - David Levenson - “Latin Antiquities to Hebrew Yosippon: Texts, Groups, & Source”
16:00 - Yonatan Binyam - “Alexander the Great in Sefer Yosippon: Latin, Hebrew, Arabic, & Ethiopic”

Thursday, May 12

09:00 - Peter Lehnardt - “The Yosippon Source Challenge & the Lament over Jerusalem”
11:00 - Carson Bay - “From Pseudo-Hegesippus to Sefer Yosippon: Source & Literary Issues”
14:00 - Steven Bowman - “Sefer Yosippon: History, Literature, Text, Sources”
16:00 - Open Discussion - Q&A, Roundtable, Future Trajectories